Come join us on Friday March 20, 2020
10:00 AM
4900 N. Taylor St.
Eloy, AZ 85131

Come WATCH the skydivers over Eloy.

There is something exciting about a rapidly descending view high above the Arizona landscape. A quiet and serene sensation yet with the pulse of adrenaline flow as the ground rapidly approaches. Every view has a perfect perspective. Trails below look like strands of hair. Rivers appear as quiet serpents. For a while it’s as though civilization below doesn't exist.

As for the non-skydivers you will fall in love with the skyline as the parachutes open as well as the energy and the excitement of the canopies landing only feet away from you.

My grandson is a skydiver and will be conducting the tour. He states they have good food so plan on eating there if you want.

For those who want to carpool we will be meeting in the former Mimi’s parking area at Alma School and Southern Ave. Be there no later than 8:30 as we will be leaving at 8:45

There is no limit on the number of members that can attend, but we do need a head count. Please contact me by March 16th:

Peggy Schulz
480-962-9593 or mschulz291@yahoo.com

Remember to wear your badges.